Tennis Match Results
UC San Diego vs Cal State Fullerton
Jan 23, 2019 at Fullerton, CA
(Titan Tennis Courts)

Cal State Fullerton 7, #18 UC San Diego 0

**Singles competition**
1. Portalatin, Karla (CSF) def. Ashley Chao (UCSD) 6-0, 6-0
2. Nuno, Sarah (CSF) def. Alexandra Weil (UCSD) 6-1, 7-5
3. Emery, Caisey Lee (CSF) def. Becky Chou (UCSD) 6-0, 6-1
4. Tobrand, Eira (CSF) def. Valeria Corral (UCSD) 7-5, 7-5
5. Meng, Luxizi (CSF) def. Anu Bhadada (UCSD) 6-2, 6-1
6. Acidera, Jadie (CSF) def. Shweta Kumar (UCSD) 6-4, 6-3

**Doubles competition**
1. Ashley Chao/Becky Chou (UCSD) def. Nuno, Sarah/Tobrand, Eira (CSF) 7-5
2. Meng, Luxizi/Portalatin, Karla (CSF) def. Madison Hale/Alexandra Weil (UCSD) 6-3
3. Acidera, Jadie/Emery, Caisey Lee (CSF) def. Anu Bhadada/Shweta Kumar (UCSD) 6-4

Match Notes:
UC San Diego 0-0; National ranking #18; Regional ranking #4
Cal State Fullerton 1-0
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (1,3,5,2,6,4)
Exhibition for UC San Diego
Season opener for Cal State Fullerton
T:2:47  A-50